Our Chip Hits the Fan festival has been running for seven years now. It’s time to invite all chiptune artists
around Europe to celebrate this unique music and lifestyle. Be part of it and bring up the European
chiptune sound!
The German Chiptune city of Nuremberg is applying to become European Capital of Culture in 2025.
This may seem like the distant future, but preparations have already begun. By 2018, the goal is to
develop the themes and content for the Capital of Culture together with citizens and cultural
professionals.
The tracks will be released on our sampler and you will get the chance to play at the Chip hits the Fan
festival in November 2018. The winner of the contest will get prize money and the track will become the
iconic sound of Nuremberg’s application!

Submission deadline
30.9.2018
Planned release date
16.10.2018
Festival
16.11.2018 Tafelhalle, Nuremberg
Submission guideline
- One track per artist
- Only original compositions and material is allowed (no covers - no unlicensed samples)
- Only new and unreleased tracks
- Chiptunes in any kind and style are allowed no matter what hardware is used.
- Submissions are only accepted in WAV format
- Please do not master the track and give us around 6dB headroom for our mastering (we will make it
loud for you!)
- Add a detailed description about you to the submitted track including artist name, track name, artist
URL, lyrics (if used), HW/SW you used, (bandcamp, SoundCloud, Facebook, blog etc.), and email for
organisational purposes.
- Upload track and your details zipped to Dropbox, Google Drive etc. and send the link to
chiphitsthefan@gmail.com
- Please don't release the submitted track on your own before our compilation is released

Jury selection
- A jury will rate and select tracks for the sampler
- The jury will decide which artist(s) from the sampler will be invited to CHTF2018 for a 15-minute
performance.
- The festival audience will vote for the winner
General conditions
- We will organise the mastering the tracks selected by the jury
- We will organise the sampler artwork
- The sampler will be released for free on bandcamp
- We will pay for travel expenses and provide accommodation to the a few selected artists from the
sampler.
- The first three artists will get prize money.
- The winning track will be used in presentations, online trailers and social media to represent the City of
Nuremberg during and after the entire application process.

chiphitsthefan.de
tafelhalle.de
n2025.de

